CloudChomp: Helping Customers
Turn Bits and Bytes into Dollars and Cents

CloudChomp: The smart, analytical approach to cloud migration for the VMware ecosystem.
Capex to Opex Changes Everything!

CloudChomp At A Glance:
• Transformation of IT management and operations from traditional methodologies to next generation, cloud native tools, methods, and practices
• Focused on the Global 2000 as well as technology heavy SMBs
• Third party financial justification

Problem: Costly, Confusing, Complex
• Lift-and-shift of overprovisioned resources is costly
• Budget change from Capex to Opex is confusing
• Performance and pricing modeling is complex

Solution:
• Transform IT infrastructures based on utilization
• Automate transparent, detailed, internal billing based on Opex
• Model multiple performance and pricing options, pre-, post-, and, hybrid-migration

How CloudChomp is different from ordinary IT management and planning tools:
• Detailed monitoring of IT asset allocation and utilization
• Automated conversion of technical usage statistics and trends into actual dollars and cents
• Expert recommendations for AWS architecture and resource choices based on analysis of your environment
• Capture savings in compute costs before, after, and during migration

Arm Your Customers with:
• View of resources based on dollars and cents vs. bits and bytes
• Tools needed to make financial decisions more quickly and transparently
• Rapid modeling to provide multiple options based on performance and budget

CloudChomp, Inc. is a partner of Amazon Web Services.
The CloudChomp CC Analyzer is a decision making tool that helps ensure IT infrastructure efficiency, establish internal cost allocation procedures, and create a blueprint for successful cloud migration.

CC Analyzer provides:
- In depth monitoring of processor, storage, and network utilization and trends across private and public cloud environments
- Cost analysis of current compute usage and recommended migration paths
- Detailed recommendations for public cloud resource allocation based upon real data collected on current usage trends

Ultimately the transition to the cloud is a journey, not an event, and CloudChomp provides the insight to help shorten and maximize your journey. For more information, visit www.cloudchomp.com.

CloudChomp’s Suite of Products and Services

ASSESS
CC Analyzer
The CloudChomp CC Analyzer is a decision making tool that helps ensure IT infrastructure efficiency, establish internal cost allocation procedures, and create a blueprint for successful cloud migration.

MIGRATE
CC Migration Services
CloudChomp provides services that enable you to understand true cost per workload, allocate those costs to various business units, and model various cloud migration options to improve efficiency and effectiveness.

SAVE
CC Analyzer for AWS
CC Analyzer for AWS enables a consumption based IT model which lowers costs while simultaneously improving availability, scalability, innovation, and agility.

CloudChomp, Inc. is a partner of Amazon Web Services.